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SOME RARE SPECIMENS OF FURNITURE. 

ft By Jambs Cakbuthbbs. 

BOTHING has more contributed 
to the progress now being 

11 iammm Ml duced in the various forms 

of artistic furniture. It is the 
duty of such publications as the Decorator and Furnisher 
to impart information to its readers as to what has been achieved 
with regard to beauty of workmanship and elegance of design in 
furniture. Not only does the shape of any particular piece give 

us an idea pf the usage of the nation to which it belonged, but 
its ornamentation also affords an index of the taste prevailing 

at the time of its production, so that the consideration of the 
subject opens a wide field for reflection and instruction. The 
perishable nature of wood presents a great obstacle to the pres 
ervation Pf furniture, and indeed our knowledge of the various 
styles in vogue amongst the ancient races of the world has been 

imparted by the illustrations that have been handed down to us 
in books, paintings and sculptures. It may surprise our readers 

%o know that there are but few specimens of furniture that date 
back further than the Renaissance. We see now and then a slab 

s of wood in a museum entitled "A Table Made in the Time of 

Abraham," or a wood coffin that enshrouds a mummy. The 

oldest and most interesting piece of antique furpiture in exis 
tence is the chair of St. Peter, preserved at 

^ome, 
which is 

entirely hidden by a covering of bronze. The |talian style of 
the Eena.issa.nce reached England in the time of IJenry the VIII. 
In the South Kensington Museum, specimens covering the entire 
period of the Renaissance are exhibited, decorated with gilding 
and painting, modeled terra cotta, and inlaid wi^h agate, lapis 
lazuli, marble, ivory, tortoise shell, and mother-of-pearl. Many 
of tM pieces of furniture are chests and coffers which furnished 
the halls of the large palaces of Italy. 

0 wing to the liberal patronage given to art by Francis the 

.First, Italian artists Were induced to settle in France. Foremost 

among the French sculptors and: architects is Jean Gou j on, who 
was also a designer and carver of wood furniture.. Bachelier, of 

Toulouse, was another artist of. this period, who executed some 

beautiful carvings, and a still more celebrated worker in the same 

geld was Philibert de l'Orme, the most eminent apostle of the 
French Renaissance. Associated with de l'Orme \Was Primaticco, 
who with Cellini, founded several 

^ 
schools of architecture, 

sculpture and wood carving. The art of wood carving in Spain 
reached its zenith also in the sixteenth century, owing to the 
influence of Alonzo Berruquete, who had studied under Michael 

Angelo, In Florence. He was the chief promoter of the Italian 

Fig. 1.?Carvbd aKd (Jilt Wood Table. 

French workmanship. Temp. Louis XIV. Drawn by Saint-Elme Gautier. 

style in carving, and the choir of the cathedral at Toledo, is the 
finest specimen of its kind in Spain. The same style of ornamen 

tation was applied to the cabinet so much in fashion in the six 
teenth and seventeenth centuries. The most characteristic of 

Spain are sufeh as are called Varguenos, which are decorated 

outside with fine iron work, and inside with columns Pf bone, 
painted and gilt. Cabinets of inlaid wood were made in great 
perfection in Spain at the end of the sixteenth century, and some 

were inlaid with silver. 

The greatest art has always conformed to decorative condi 

tions, a point illustrated in the accompanying designs of recherche^ 

pieces of furniture of olden time, which are to be viewed and 

judged from the standpoints of taste at the periods when pro 
duced. As examples of art, aiming at the ornate decoration of 
service, united with breadth of treatment and fine constructive 
proportions, they will stand for all time. Fig. 1 represents a 
view of a table in the Rococo, or Louis the XIV style, which is 
remarkable for the extent of foliated enrichments, these being com 
bined with masques and dolphins, the table top with frieze 
supplying the rectilineal lines needed for effective contrast. The 
involved curvatures of this flamboyant style of carving are elegant 
in themselves, and notwithstanding their fanciful profusion supply a superb contour. In addition they are set off in the original by 
gilding, at salient portions, the glitter and brilliancy aiding the 
design. There are clearly distinguishable certain prominent ele 

ments of the Louis XVI style, worked out, however, in the latter 
with more delicacy* No one article can fully; typifythe style of a" 
period, but it is in excesses 

indulged in, as regards leading fea 
tures, that the characteristics ;me^ b^est seen. The Genoese carve^ v 
oak cabinet of the time of ^&icis I (Fig, % Is r^marka^e %^ y 

Fig. 2?Carved Oak Cabinet. 

Temp. Francis I. brawn by C. E. Wilson. . ... ,. ; . 

tasteful elaboration in its carved ornament and its august appear-* 
ance. The base or plinth, is composed pf scrollwork, the mould 

ings of panels and cornice of conventionalized leaves; the pil 
lared supports, admirably shaped, as indicative of structural 

strength, have their shafts adorned with astragals and masques, 
and these surmounted by Greek ornaments. The carving of the 

panels of the upper portion displays flowing lines in contrast to 
the angular constructive line and that apparent freedom and 

ease of execution which pleases the eye, and although the panels 
are well filled, there is no apparent crowding, and the salient 

points are well developed. In centre and at borders, panelled 
flowers lead up to caryatides that support the capital of each 

pilaster. The frieze and cornice are in keeping with the rich 

ness of the entire decoration which is enhanced by the repetition 
of the corner decoration on the remaining sides of the cabinet. 

In the commode of the time of Louis XV by the celebrated 

artist, Caffieri, (Fig. 3) the exuberance of the period in giving 
curvilinear forms to wood is restrained; the bronze ornaments 

and scrollwork suggest a charming freedom in their capricious 

ness, the wealth of flowers being arranged to form a connection , ^ 

of parts. The designs are bold and incisive, suggesting also ^ 

strength of material and delicacy of manipulation, affording a 

sufficiency of enrichment without overweighting the article. The 

pendant centre of the lower portion of the body is a pleasing 
and most distinctive feature. 

The ornate decoration in bronze of the next commode (Fig. 

4), the design being by the same artist, is to be admired for its 
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artistic grouping in which each part contributes to the effect of 

the whole. The divisioning of space with the details of stem 
and floral treatment is masterly. It will be seen that the precise 
centre of surface of the chief mass of ornament is not struck, and 

this purposely, as contributing to more naturalesque treatment. 

Fig 5 is a Genoese carved sideboard of the sixteenth century. 

With all the richness of the ornament it does not appear excess 

ive, constituting, as it were, a framework to the contents. Stags 

and conventional birds, interspersed with scrollwork, appear in 

the upper and lower panels; the pilasters are richly treated. 

Frieze; cornice and entablature add dignity to the whole. The 

_ -^g^T, - 
*" 
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Fig. 3.?Old Lacquer Commode with "Ornaments by CaffierI. 

Engraved by Perrichon. 

vases at top, with their lightsome ornamentation, contrast well 

with the solidity of the article. 

Marquetry, limited in use by its costliness, has proved one of 
the most valuable aids in the ornamentation of furniture. Here 

we furnish a view of a marquetry cabinet inlaid with gilt bronze 
and Sevres china (soft paste) of Louis XVI (Fig. 6).- The inlay 
of gilt bronze is extremely minute, covering all the the available 

space surrounding the plaques. The constructional division of 

the parts is well emphasized by the vase-crowned pillars that 
rise from the centre. Bronze and precious metals, ivory, mother 

of-pearl and tortoise shell, together with rare woods and terra 

cotta, were used, several of these being often combined together. 

Fig. 4.?Louis XV. Commode with Bronze Ornaments by Capfieri. 
Engraved by Desohamps. 

At the above period, the exquisite Wedgewood ware, with its 
classic groups in relief and delicate coloring, formed an impor 
tant contribution to inlays. The table (Fig. 7.) is in the highest 
taste, purposely commanding attention for its enrichment of 
surface on account of the oblong plaques and medallions with 
their carved borders and supports, the latter refined in concep 
tion and skillfully ornate. 

There is evidently a further reduction in the decorative 
carving of furniture, giving to present styles an appearance of 

greater simplicity. In these comparatively plain styles, oak is a 
leading favorite. Its light and cheerful appearance assorts well 

with surrounding bright colors. In certain styles being got up 
for the next season ornamental inlays largely figure. 

TERMS USED IN DECORATION. 

From "Elementary Principles of Ornament," by James Ward. 

i|| 
ESTHETIC, 

I ??__^^J^i&^^ tached to 
it. A pattern that conveys a meaning would be a symbolic 

ornament, and the picture must represent something. . An 

aesthetic pattern may be replete with beauty of form, and sen.; 
suous in rich and brilliant coloring, still it affords no meaning 
beneath its surface expression. It has no subject to appeal to 

the intellect; it brings no story for the imagination to disen 

tangle, but it is created for its own sake as a thing of beauty. 

Allegory is a form of symbolic ornament, possessing a 

higher meaning than "emblem," "attribute," Ksymb?V" *' 
image," etc. While possessing like the other terms, a field of 

hidden meaning, it is also in addition, an expression of ideal 

beauty in composition and form. This abstract quality dis 

tinguishes it from an emblem or symbol, which may or may not 

be beautifulftin form. 

Alternation is a combination of repetition and variety or, 

strictly speaking, two different elements of form used in a de 

sign, and alternating with each other. The alternating: parts 
must vary in volume and extent, as well as in form and design. 

Symmetry, variety, repetition and inequality are the principles 
of alternation. The want of alternation in decoration is illus 

trated by a surface elaborately decorated with a diaper pattern 
without a break or plain surface left, and is wearisome to look 

at. The value of plain spaces is enormous in design. Plain 

spaces are the alternations, or oases in the wilderness of orna 

ment, and they maybe compared to a refreshing silence after a 

great noise. 

Anthemion is a radiating ornament with a palmate out 

line, resembling the honeysuckle-like ornament of the Greeks. 

Balance, proper equilibrium or counterpoise. In cpmposi4 
tions that are not symmetrical, the weight of the masses must be 
alike on either side of the central axis, as in regular shaped 

. Fig. 5.?Carved Sideboard, Sixteenth Century. 
Drawn by C. E. Wilson. 
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forms, or in decoration where heavy forms appear to rest on 

fragile supports. Balance in ornament is a quality so necessary 
that all bad and debased work may be distinguished by the 

want of it. Balance differs from symmetry in this respect, that 

you may have true balance in form, line and color of a design 
without symmetry, as in work where the detail is quite differ 

~~ftft:^^' ftft-BUjiMiP^^ 

Fig C?Marquetry Cabinkt Inlaid with Gilt Bronze and Sevres China (soft paste) 
Temp. Louis XVI. EDgraved by C. Maurand, 

ent; but otherwise, if it is to preserve its dignity as good orna 

ment, it must have its general masses arranged on a symmetrical 
basis. Want of balance is noticed in the Rococo styles of orna 

ment, in the more naturalistic parts of Pompeiian, in Japanese 
work with all its beauty, and in nearly half the ornamental pro 

ductions of the present day. Renaissance ornament affords 

many examples of balance. 

Banding, decorating by means of lines and horizontal stripes 
of running ornament. The Greeks were pre-eminent in the use 

of the horizontal band. The friezes in their wall ornament, the 

embroidered patterns on their dresses and curtains, and the 

beautiful ornament on their vases, were mainly designed on the 

horizontal band system. Persian work also affords good ex 

amples of horizontal band treatment. The frieze in modern dee 

oration is a very important factor in wall decoration. 

Catenary, festoon like ornament, hanging from two points : 

the line formed by a chain in like suspension. This term applies 
to festoons in swags which have their lines on the principle of 

drapery hanging from point to point. 

Chequering, covering a surface with a small pattern, in 

which the ornament alternates, and is identical in quality with 

the ground space; also using a light pattern composed of cross 

lines. 

Color. Apart from the literal meaning of the word, orna 

ment should possess the value of color, must be designed to ex 

press movement and contrast. It is best obtained by the use of 

light, dark and intermediate effects, interlacing or superimposed 
on each other as we see in Moresque and Celtic work. 

Complication is a term used to express confusion or the 

opposite of simplicity. In its highest sense, complication sug 

gests the idea of order in obscure combination. Complication in 

its lowest sense is indicated by ornament in which the leading 

forms are not sufficiently apparent. In architecture, it is the 

overloading of subdivisions of ornament. It is characteristic of 
the later period of all historic styles, and largely assistant in 
their extinction. 

Confusion is a word which is the synonym of disorder, but 
when used to express an effect of art, refers to the ornamental 
effects that arise from varied and symmetrical proportions. Im 

pediments and friezes ornamented with human aggregations in 

form of combats and processions with horses and chariots, as 

seen in Greek sculpture give a new charm to the eye. In Per 

sian art, particularly in embroidered or printed tapestry, will be 

found bands of ornament, consisting of a regular procession of 

warriors, elephants, lions, leopards, and antelopes, horses, and pea 
cocks regularly arranged, the figures of the animals having no re 

lation to the proportion of their figures in real life. This extra 

ordinary melange of ornament when repeated several times in 

the circuit of an apartment, has a wonderfully decorative effect. 

Trophies pf arms, without symmetry, suitably placed in the 

midst of-well-proportioned spaces, produce a good effect from 

the same cause. 

Contrast is produced by comparing the straight line with 
the curved; black and white ; plane space alternating with an 

ornamented one; or an enriched moulding around a plain panel. 
Contrast is an emphatic form of variety, and holds an impor 
tant place in the best ornament. In linear ornament the circle 

and the straight line give the greater contrast, and in color it is 

the chief, source of virility. It is the factor used to produce 

force, power and brilliancy; without it your work will appear 

sleepy, monotonous, and dry. It is, however, no enemy to "re 

pose "in art; rather, when contrast and repose are united, the 

result is breadth and grandeur. In Renaissance ornament, con 

trast is best illustrated, owing to the great- variety of forms and 

elements used. We have delicate varieties of acanthus foliage 

contrasting with various form of labels, shields, armor, fish and 

other animals, and also the human figure. Almost anything of 

an ornamental character and well defined form has been used in 

harmony and with complete success by the artists of the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries, in pilasters, panels, friezes and spandrils. 

Conventional. This is a word of great elasticity in orna 

ment. In the early efforts of decoration, we see natural facts 

conventionalized in the extreme, partly from law and custom, 
and partly from want of ability of the artist, as in savage de 

coration in the zig-zag form of water with Egyptians, and in the 

geometric decoration of the Arabians. All ornament is more or 

less conventional but we generally understand the term as that 

which is applied to decorative design where the spirit and finest 

quality of nature are expressed and made subservient to the 

material and position it is to occupy as ornament, this being in 

opposition to the method in which natural forms are directly 
used. Persian flower ornament is a good example of natural con 

F1G. 7.?Mabquetry Table, Inlaid with Bronze and Ornamented with 

Wedgwood China. 

Temp. Louis XVI. Engraved by E. Yon. 

ventionalism. Nature suggests many art forms in addition to 

the forms she herself creates. The man of decorative mind and 

of high artistic fibre, sees a matchless grace in a flower, in the 

turn of a leaf, in the curves of a creeper, the wing of a bird, or 

the spirals of a serpent, and should he be also gifted with a 

faultless execution, will assimilate and arrange these graces into 
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